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Motivation
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Problem
 In the Dempster-Shafer’s theory of evidence, for
incorporating uncertainty, the valuation assigns to the
data tables the degrees of belief for these data.
 Is there a valuation-based system (VBS) in which
combination and marginalization operate on
valuations and has this system properties analogical to
the t-norm system?

The aim of research
 For the t-norm system of the valuation for the specific
database attributes configuration (analogously to [*])
describe the algebra in which can be interpreted the
Information Retrieval Logic [*].
[*] Bryniarska A., The Paradox of the Fuzzy Disambiguation in the Information
Retrieval. (IJARAI) International Journal of Advanced Research in Artificial
Intelligence, s. 55–58, vol. 2, No. 9, September 2013.
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Valuations for the database
attributes configuration
ES=<U, D, A> is called the evidence system for objects of the universe U.
 U is a finite set of all possible data indicating the objects of the
universe U.
 D is a finite data set of all data used to represent knowledge about
the object from the universe U.
 A= {a1, a2, …, an} is a set of all used and numerated functions a:UD
called attributes. The set Di  D, with index i, is a set of the attribute
values ai.
 The configuration of attributes (configuration) is any subset of
attributes s= {as1, as2, …, ask}, where s1< s2< …< sk.
 The frame of data configuration for s is the set Ds= Ds1 x Ds 2 x … x Dsk.

 The table is any set T Ds for configuration s,
 The table elements of T, are the data configurations of this table.
 The set of tables is the database.
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Valuations for the database
attributes configuration
 Analogously to the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence, it is
assumed that the degrees of belief for possibility of
occurrence the data representation s in the table T2Ds are
defined by the functions ms: 2Ds[0,1]. These functions are
called the valuations for s (also called a mass or a basic
probability assignment BPA function). They satisfied the
conditions:

a) ms() = 0
b) {ms(X): X  Ds} = 1
when exists the table XDs such that ms(X)0.

 The empty valuation m, is for the configuration s=.
 Vs is the set of all valuations ms for s  A and Vi is for s={ai}.
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Marginalization
(Shenoy, 1994)

 The operation h:Ds  Ds\h, is called the marginalization of the data for
configuration s to the configuration for s\h, where h, s  A and s\h, if: for
all data configurations ds  Ds,

dsh = ds\h Ds\h,
is a subsequence of ds with values for attributes from the configuration s\h.
 The table marginalization T Ds, is described by: Th = {d: d = dsh, dsDs}.

 Using the data and table marginalization, can be described the
marginalization of valuation:
for ms Vs, mshVs\h and for any tables Ts\h  Ds\h,
msh(Ts\h) = {ms(Ts): Ts  Ds such that Tsh = Ts\h}.

 Theorem1. The marginalization of valuation is a valuation.
 The zero valuation:

0s0 iff {XDs: 0s(X)>0} = 

 The neutral valuation:

1s1 iff {XDs: 0s(X)>0} = {Ds}

 Statement 1. For the sets h, s and attributes s\h, (0s)h = 0s\h, (1s)h = 1s\h.
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Combination of valuations
(Dempster, 1967)

The operation :VV V called the combination, is defined as follow:
 For any configuration s, h, any valuations m1Vs, m2Vh and any table
TDs h,
if T=, then

m1  m2(T) =0,

if T, then

m1  m2(T) = [m1,m2]{m1(T3)m2(T4): exist such tables T1,
T2Ds h, that T1T2=T, T, T3= T1(h\s), T4= T2(s\h) },

 where the normalization factor is:

[m1,m2] = (K(m1,m2))-1,

when K(m1,m2)0

[m1,m2]=0,

when K(m1,m2)=0,

K(m1,m2) = {m1(T3)m2(T4): exist such tables T1,T2Dsh,
that T1T2 , T3= T1(h\s), T4= T2(s\h) }.
If for any T1,T2Ds h, such that T1T2, m1( T1(h\s))=0 or m2( T2(s\h))=0,
then K=0. Then, m1  m2 = 0s h.
 Theorem 2. The combination of valuation is a valuation.
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Attribute valuations network (AVN)
(Shenoy, 1994)

 In the evidence system ES=<U, D, A>, the attribute
valuation network is defined as:
AVN = < VAVN, Vgen, , , 1, 0>,
where VAVN  V is a set of all valuations generated from
a set of generators Vgen = {1, 2, …,i, …, k},
using operations
, , i0, i1, iV, i=1,2,…,k.
 Notation
m1=m,

mk+1= mk  m, for k>0
For the valuation sequence M={m1, m2, …, mj}  V:

M = {m1, m2, …, mj} = m1  m2  … mj
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Atomic valuations
Decompositon of the valuation
 The atomic valuation are called the generators, the neutral
valuations, the zero valuations and the valuations which cannot be
marginalized. The set of all atomic valuations is described as Atom

Statement 2.
a) 0Atom and 1Atom
b) VgenAtom
c) Vi  VAVN Atom, i=1,2,…n, (valuation for singleton configuration).
Theorem 3.
Any valuations m is the atomic valuations or can be decomposed into
some atomic valuations. There exist a finite sequence of the atomic
valuations m(M) with values from the set:
M={m1, m2, …, mj}Atom, such that m= M
The finite sequence of atomic valuations m(M) from the set M is called
the decompositon of the valuation m, if m=M.
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Relation of part order in AVN
 m(M) is a subsequence of the decomposiotion m(M), such that
its values are all elements of the set M\(Vgen  1).
 m(M) is a subsequence of the m(M), such that its values are all
elements of the set M (Vgen  1).
 The pair < m(M), m(M)> is called the canonical decomposition
of the valuation m with values from the set M.
 For any valuations m1, m2,  VAVN,
m1  m2 iff

There exist such canonical decompositions
< m1(M), m1(M)>, < m2(M), m2(M)>
of the valuations m1, m2, that
m2(M) is a subsequence of m1(M) and
m1(M) is a subsequence of m2(M).
Theorem 4. The relation  is a relation of part order between the
valuations.
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T-norm valuation system
 The system t-VN = < VAVN, Vgen, , , 1, 0>, is called the t-norm
valuation system for the configuration of the database
attributes. The combination operation in the t-norm system is
called the t-norm valuation.
Theorem 5.
In the system t-VN, for any valuation m1, m2, m3  V , for some
attribute configurations s:
 m1  1s = m1 and m1  0s =0s,

(boundary conditions),

 m1  m2 = m 2  m 1

(commutativity),

 (m1  m2)  m3 = m1  (m2  m3)

(associativity),

 if m1  m2 , then (m1  m3)  (m2  m3) (monotonicity of valuation
combination),
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Logic Algebra LA =< VAVN,,,,,`, 0, 1>
(Hájek, 1998)

Implication operation
m3  (m1  m2)

iff m1  m3  m2

Conjunction operation
m1  m2 = m1  (m1  m2)

Alternative operation
m1  y = ((m1  m2)  m2)  ((m2  m1)  m1)

Negation operation
m1’ = (m1  0s), when m1 Vs,

Equivalence operation
m1  m2 = (m1  m2)  (m2  m1)
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Conclusion
In the t-norm valuation system for the configuration
of database attributes, analogously to [3], can be
described the algebra LA =< VAVN, , , , 0, 1>, in
which the Information Retrieval Logic can be
interpreted.
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